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Welcome to OmniaVerse and the Apex blockchain!  As experienced crypto enthu-
siasts, software developers, and artists, the OmniaVerse team knows what 
works…and what doesn't.  We have therefore built our custom Layer 1 blockchain 
from the ground up to provide the best possible experience for our users.  To 
ensure our blockchain build remains on the cutting edge and fully secure, we have 
partnered with an industry-leading blockchain firm to support development and 
ongoing maintenance and technical support as well as multiple cyber security 
firms.  This will promote reliability, security, and functionality and allow the core 
team to focus on BUILDING.

Apex will not only host the OmniaVerse ecosystem, but is also the ideal block-
chain solution for other developers to launch their projects on.

About Us
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“With an estimated 3.2 billion+ gamers in the world, we strongly 
believe that Web3 gaming will onboard the next massive wave of 
crypto users...Established gaming powerhouses are even starting 
to come around, with Fortnite creator Epic Games now allowing 
NFT based games into its game store. It will take some time for this 
sector to mature, but it’s growing increasingly clear that block-
chain gaming will be a massive category in the future." 

- Coinbase Ventures

www.OmniaVerse.io
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*Performance test results and key performance indicators available to the 
public in September, 2022

True ZERO gas fee Level 1 blockchain
100,000 transactions per second*
Omnia is the native coin
99.999% uptime
Official DEX: theSphynx.co

Apex Specifications:

www.OmniaVerse.io
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Apex will be a thriving Layer 1 blockchain hosting metaverse, web3 gaming proj-
ects, utility tokens, stablecoins, DeFi tokens, NFTs, and many other features
Accelerator program / launch pad to bring new ideas to life
Apex will be integrated into Sphynx (Official DEX), allowing bridge of Apex 
coins/tokens to and from other chains
Rigorous performance testing and optimization with test results and KPIs
published in September 2022
Dedicated team for chain maintenance and technical support, allowing core 
members to focus on BUILDING
Comprehensive blockchain solutions beyond OmniaVerse and web3 gaming 

Apex Features:

www.OmniaVerse.io
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Security and reliability remain focus areas - Apex built with latest security standards and focus on maintaining secu-
rity
Implements a custom blockchain application firewall that protects against attacks (e.g. DDoS)
Projects launched on Apex will undergo a stringent and thorough review process and must be whitelisted by Core 
Team = protection for us and investors!

Priorities
Apex Security:

Apex Reliability:
Horizontal and vertical scaling to easily enable future growth and expansion
Validator nodes are geographically distributed to help promote chain reliability
Apex operates on multi-region AWS

Apex Community

Meet our
Node Validators:

Apex will operate as a Decentralized Autonomous Organization (DAO), which helps better ensure that decisions 
represent the voice of the community
To fully embrace operation as a DAO, OmniaVerse leadership has regularly invited the community to 
participate in decision-making, leading to where our platform is today 
As a result, we have an extremely dedicated community from which validator nodes have been selected 
We have a diverse set of core team members (Leadership, Validators, Service Reps) from all across the globe!

www.OmniaVerse.io
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Partnerships and Collaboration
Apex has partnered with an industry-leading pioneer in blockchain infrastructure service providers, whose 
client list includes some of the largest organizations on the globe: Citibank, Pepsi, T-Mobile, and ING to name 
a few. 

One of the biggest problems faced by major blockchain platforms are reliability, security, and performance. 
And they are almost always a tradeoff with one another (triple constraint).  We have therefore also part-
nered with blockchain security experts who will provide enterprise grade security for nodes on Apex, smart 
contract audits, security consultation, and legal and listing services.

To put user experience at the center, Apex will achieve 99.999% uptime along with one of the highest 
Transactions Per Second counts in the industry…with all transactions being secure!  We have effectively re-
solved the triple constraint! 

Additionally, Apex has selected theSphynx.co as our official DEX!  Sphynx is one of the fastest growing 
platforms and continually delivers new products, services, and enhancements.  Apex will be integrated into 

More partnerships to be announced soon!
www.OmniaVerse.io
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 Subscriptions

The OmniaVerse Ecosystem
Supply: 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion) 
Multi-chain and native coin of Apex chain
Used for all things in the DApp
Purchasing, swapping, and staking
Staking for partners tokens
P2P, betting, and Twitch integration with many other features coming soon
The DApp/app serves as the gateway to our ecosystem and is easy to use from 
any wallet browser

Supply: 5,000 (5 Thousand) 
Multi-chain 
Utility token used to open a business on the DApp, ATM, or store (will include 
crowdsourcing)
Used in conjunction with a subscription for owning a business
Brick will release on Apex first and then bridge to other chains
See “Deep Dive” on Page 8 for more details.

Enables owning property within different platforms (e.g. minecraft, oculus, etc)
Used in conjunction with BRICK for owning a business
Enables businesses on Apex chain to operate without gas fee

*The OmniaVerse ecosystem will remain cross-chain to enable interoperability,
but unique functionality will exist only on Apex

Supply: 1,000,000,000 (1 Billion) 
Multi-chain
Utility token used for in-house gaming and P2P, betting, selling subscriptions on 
OpenSea
Buy-back and burning mechanism resulting in progressive scarcity

www.OmniaVerse.io
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Deep Dive into $BRICK
First token to be minted on Apex blockchain will be BRICK (Q4 2022)!!!

BRICK will be minted first on Apex and then bridged to other chains.

Starting Market Cap:  $5Million

Can be purchased/swapped or earned from staking Omnia and/or BLOCK

          Total BRICK available for staking rewards is 500 MAXIMUM

          As one of the many ways we reward our community, the pre-requisite to earn BRICK from staking is to have previously staked  

        Omnia and BLOCK

           Staking durations  6 & 12 months 

6 month stake = half the rewards examples shown below 

         If you stake 1 Million Omnia and 1 Million BLOCK, you get 2 BRICK per 1m collective 12 month stake 

         If you stake 1 Million Omnia and 0.5 Million BLOCK, you get 1.25 BRICK per collective 12 month stake 

         If you stake 0.5 Million Omnia and 1 Million BLOCK, you get 1.125 BRICK per collective 12 month stake 

         If you stake 1 Million Omnia only you get 0.5 BRICK per collective 12 month stake 

         1 Million BLOCK only , you get 0.25 BRICK per collective 12 month stake 

BRICK Tax:  10% Buy / 21% Sell

www.OmniaVerse.io
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How to? Download Trust or MetaMask wallet and login to
thesphynx.co OR pancakeswap.finance to purchase
$OMNIA, $BLOCK, and $BRICK ($OMNIA is also
listed on bibox.com and bitforex.com)

DEXs

CEXs

Use DApp or OmniaVerse app to interact with
ecosystem!

For more information, including detailed how to
videos and use cases, join our TeleGram channel at
https://t.me/OmniaVerseOfficial

www.OmniaVerse.io
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We are taking the best of crypto, improving it, and expanding. 
We have resolved issues with existing platforms to ensure the 
best possible experience for our users. We believe creators 
should be rewarded for the time they invest. We also believe 
that OmniaVerse and Web3 are the future of gaming, thus we 
have built the Apex Blockchain to support that vision. It is at 
pivotal moments like these that history is made, and Om-
niaVerse will be paving the way.

Vision

www.OmniaVerse.io



Find out more 
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Website:
DApp:

omniaverseOfficial
r/omniaverseOfficial

omniaverse
omniaverse


